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A 3-Book Space Opera Box Set From USA Today bestselling author Megg Jensen, combining the best elements of

science fiction and fantasy

ATTACK ON PHOENIX:

Two hundred years ago, an interplanetary expedition crashed on a deserted planet. Their ship was destroyed. Their

technology lost.

They built a new society while they waited for rescue. It never came.

Instead they caught the attention of the dragzhi, an aggressive alien species, and found themselves in the midst of a

war they were doomed to lose.

Torsten Vikker, a soldier who’d rather read than fight, is on a mission to recover an artifact rumored to have the

power to defeat the dragzhi. Rell, a woman raised in a cult, will stop at nothing to keep him away from what she holds

sacred.

Yet only together can they hope to save humanity from utter annihilation.

SCATTERED ASHES:
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The humans stranded on the remote planet Phoenix fought against the dragzhi and won, but at great cost.

Thousands are dead, and now they number only hundreds, stranded without ships to take them into orbit.

Unable to resist the dragzhi holding her captive, Rell works to appease the alien’s demands, until she is forced far

into the desert, where no human has ever walked.

Torsten will stop at nothing to save the woman he loves, even making an alliance with a dangerous being he knows

he can’t trust.

A betrayal tears their plans asunder, leading them on a quest one of them cannot survive.

REVENANTS RISING:

A death has lead to all-out war between the dragzhi and what remains of the humans from Phoenix.

With their numbers depleted and their morale at an all-time low, Torsten and his friends must mount an attack

against the dragzhi, with help from an unlikely ally.

But Torsten doesn’t know what he’s headed into… and who, or what, might be awaiting him in space.

If only he knew Rell was still alive, and that she was about to learn a truth that could unravel everything the people on

Phoenix had always believed.
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